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Abstract
In this research, the evolutionaryalgorithmis applied to behavior learning of an individual agent
in the multi-agent robot system. Each agent
robot is given two behavior duties both collision
avoidance from the other agent and target (food
point) reaching for recoveringself-energy. In this
paper, we carried out the evolutionary simulation of the cooperative behavior creating an environmental mapfor the above-mentionedmultiagent robots. Eachagent robot has two conflicted
task, that is, local individual behaviorsfor selfpreservation or self-protection and global group
behaviors for the cooperative task, and has the
additional algorithm of the group evolution which
the parametersof the best agent are copied to a
dead agent, that is, an agent lost its energy. We
also report simulation results performedwith the
evolutionary behavior learning simulator which
we developedfor multi-agent robots with the map
creation task.
Introduction
Main purpose for the research of multi-agent robot
system which constructed with multiple autonomous
robots is to distribute system requirements to same
autonomous agents and to perform an intelligent behavior cooperating each other according to the state.
Recently, researches of the emergence are grown up in
the artificial life and several researches of the multiagent robot are influenced by them.
For example, G.WeiB(Weifl1993) is researching
implement learning functions to the multi-agent robot
system. This approach is regarded as a distributed
classifier
system because agents which have individual behavior rules cooperatively perform a task.
M.J.Mataric (Mataric 1995) proposed the generation
mechanism of group behavior by the experinmnts used
five heterogeneous agent robots. T.Unemi (Unemi
1993) confirmed to generate the behavior for territory
dividing of the group by applying the reinforcement
learning to multi agents.
However, in most distributed multi-agent systems,
the local behaviors (obstacle avoidance, power con118
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sumption, etc.) and global behaviors (cooperative task
completion) are at odds in each agent. Therefore, we
think both rules of local and global behaviors are influenced to the emergence generating as their mutual
relation.
In the first stage of our research, we applied an evolutionary algorithm to the behavior learning in an individual agents for multi-agent robots (Maeda 1996)
(Maeda 1997). Multi-agent robots in the simulation
were respectively assigned two behaviors both the collision avoidance motion for moving without collision
with an another agent and the target reaching motion
for recovering its self-energy in a food point. It was
confirmed in the simulation that each agent has abilities of behavior learning and group evolution creating
better agents. As a result, we reported the agent group
with different behavior characteristics is comparatively
apt to cause the emergence.
In this paper, as the second stage of our research,
we simulated the group evolution for the agents which
have a behavior purpose of generating environmental
map. And we also report results of the simulation for
confirming the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Multi-Agent
Multi-Agent

Robot

Robot

Behavior

Model

Each agent individually keeps its self-energy and behavior gains of each agent are controlled by its selfenergy. And each agent moves according to behavior
gains. Self-energy and behavior gains are decided as
shown in Figure 1. An agent has to stop its activity
if he keeps no self-energy. Each self-energy is decided
according to both local self-preservation tasks of energy consumption by its locomotion, rewards for target
reaching (TR) and punishments for collision avoidance
(CA) and global cooperative tasks of rewards for the
map creation. The food point gain is decided by this
self-energy, the collision avoidance gain by minimum
distance to the nearest agent. Furthermore, the map
search gain, wall avoidance gain and steering gain are
obtained in advance. An agent robot moves towards
the direction of locomotion which is calculated according to these behavior gains.
Copyright© 1999, AmericanAssociation for Artificial Intelligence,
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Cooperative
Behavior
Weexplain about the map creation method as the cooperative behavior of agents. In this simulation, some
polygonal obstacles are set up in a virtual field and
agents and food points for the energy supply are set
up in the other place.
For the mapcreation, at first, virtual field is divided
to 3 x 3 square areas with a constant width in the
length and breadth (See Figure 2). In each area, the
non-search rate (= non-search area / searched area)
which is shown as square numbers in this figure. The
angle of a vector sum between the vector toward the
center in a area with the highest non-search rate and
the vector of the locomotive direction is the steering
angle for the map search. Whena agent sensed an nonsearch area in the locomotion, the searched attribute
is set from the non-search area to the searched area
in the point. Total performance of the map creation
behavior by all agents is evaluated by the mapcreation
rate (= total area already searched / total search area)
whichis calculated
at everytime.

BehaviorLearningof Agent
Behavior Rules
Rulesforcollision
avoidance
(CA)aredescribed
with
simplified
fuzzyreasoning
methodto expressthebehavior
likehuman.Steering
angles
forcollision
avoidancearedecided
by thedistance
anddirection
between
itself
andthenearest
agentwithsimplified
fuzzyrules
as shownin Figure3 (Maeda1996).
Rulesfor targetreaching
(TR)aresetting
so that
an agentrobotmovestowardtwo goals,the nearest
food point(FoodPoint: FP) and the nearestnonsearcharea(SearchPoint: SP).The weightfortwo
goalsis decided
by eachgains.Agentrobotnevergo
towardtheprevious
foodpoint.It assumedthateach
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Figure 3: Simplified fuzzy rule for collision avoidance
agent has eight sonar sensors in front at intervals of 15
degrees. By this sensors, agent robots can recognize
the position of the other agent and the wall.
Each agent has several parameters, for example, selfenergy Eau, food point gain Glp, collision avoidance
gain Gcot, fitness value FI, and so on. Self-energy is
the energy for action and an agent with no self-energy
is regarded as a dead agent. Food point gain shows the
strenth of going to the nearest food point and collision
avoidance gain the strenth of avoiding the collision for
the other agents or the wall. These gains decide the
weight of behavior strategy. Fitness shows the degree
of adaptation for the environment, that is, the amount
of energy and rewards.
Behavior
Decision
Absolutepositions of all food points in a field are given
to each agent. They can also obtain the information of
own surrounding environment, for example, positions
of the other agents and walls by its sensors. Based
on these information, several gains and behaviors are
decided.
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First of all, the steering angles for going toward the
nearest food point (AS/p), for avoiding the nearest
other agent (AS~ol), for going toward the area with
the highest non-search rate (AS, p) and for avoiding
the nearest wall (ASwan)are calculated. AS/p is easily obtained by the vector for facing to the absolute
position of the nearest food point. AS~olis decided by
the above-mentioned fuzzy rules. AS, p is determined
by the method mentioned in section 2.2. AS~u is
decided by the following equations:

where

ASw,,. : Steering angle for avoiding the nearest wall
: Sonar number detected the nearest object
: Detective range of sonar
: Distance value detected by the sonar.

glmin

,cYu,,
Dist

The final locomotive direction (the steering angle O)
of an agent decided by these steering angles and several
gains, that is, the food point gain, collision avoidance
gain, wall avoidance gain and the map search gain according to the following equation:
Ofeo+G~

where
Oo
Gs
AS/~,
GIp
AScot
G~oi
Gwau
ASsp
Gsp

x

¯ ’xSfp x Gfp Jr ASco
I x Gco
I -I- AS,wall x Owa.iI -i- ASspx Gsp
Gfp"1" GcoI "1" Gw&l
I + G~p
(2)

: Absolute direction of an agent in the last
position
: Steering gain
: Steering angle for the nearest food point
: Food point gain
: Steering angle for the collision avoidance
: Collision avoidance gain
: Wall avoidance gain
: Steering angle for the map search
: Mapsearch gain.

Amongthese gains, G,, Gw~uand Gsp are constant
values decided in advance and Gyp and Gcoz are di~
cussed in the next section.
Behavior
Learning
Each agent has the learning mechanism for the behavior controlled by its self-energy and behavior gains
given by the results of two conflicted behaviors CA
and TR. This mechanism is a kind of the reinforcement learning because the learning process of an agent
progresses giving rewards to itself according to results
of its behavior. Rewardsfor several behaviors are given
by the following equations. In the equations, + means
a reward and - means a punishment.
An agent robot loses its self-energy according to the
locomotive amount as follows:
120
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E,o,, = -AE~o,,x T

(a)

where

: Total energy loss for the locomotion
Eros,
AA:toss : Energy loss per unit time (constant value)
7"
: Passing time.
Whenan agent robot has reached a food point, he
is given the reward within the limits of his maxinmm
energy as the equation. On the other hand, energies of
the food point are decreased the same amount. A food
point, vanishes if its all energy are lost and a newfood
point appears in a random place.
E., = +g~.. - E... (E.o. + g ...... > E~..)
= +E .....~
(E...+ E~.~...ffi
< E.°.)

where
Err
bg,n,~
Eno~o
Ere,L,m,,.

:
:
:
:

(4)
¯

Rewardfor the target reaching
Initial self-energy (Maximomenergy)
Current energy of an agent
Maximumreward given in a food point.

An agent A is given the following punishment if the
nearest agent B exists within the constant dangerous
area Dc centering around the agent A. On the other
hand, this agent A obtains the reward only when he
could avoid the agent B out of the dangerous area as
wclh
[De > D~: punishment]
[D,: < D~.andDr < 2Dc: Reward]

(5)
: Punishment (or Reward) for the collision
avoidance
: Punishment (or Reward) gain
: Itadius of dangerous area
De
: Distance from agent A to the nearest
D,
agent B.
Furthermore, when an agent successed the map creation it obtains the following reward.
(6)
where
: Reward for map creation
Es~
E, mr, a, : Maxinmm
reward for map creation.
After all, the total self-energy of an age,t robot is
calculated with the following equation:

where
Ealt

Eo

: Total self-energy
: Total self-energy in last position.

According to the amount of the energy Eatt an agent
robot keeps, the food point gain and the collision avoidance gain are modified as follows:
GI~ = Gy~o+ GyF.p (E=.< Elo.)
GS~
o - GSp~o=.(E=.> E~o.)

[ Sensingfor self surroundingenvironment]

(S)

:
:
:
:

Food point gain in last position
Increasing amount of food point gain
Decreasing amount of food point gain
Upper threshold of energy in the gain
tuning
: Lower threshold of energy in the gain
tuning.
~col

= G©olO

D --D
- ~ X Gcol4o~n

GcolO + 2D~o--cDr

X G©ol~p

I"

Decision
of locomotive
direction
accordingto gain values
Energycalculation for
locomotionandtarget reaching

(D~ > D,)
(D© < DrandDr < 2D©)

(9)
It/here

: Collision avoidance gain in last position
: Increasing amountof collision
avoidance gain
: Decreasing amount of collision
Gcoldo~r~
avoidance gain.
By modifying these two gains in the online simulation, it is performed the behavior learning, that is, the
weighting between TR and CA.
Geozo
Gcolup

Group Evolution
In this section, the evolutionary mechanismof agent
robots is discussed. Weare able to regard the total
self-energies and rewards as the evaluation value for
the robustness of the agent in changing of its environment as well as the creature evolution. Therefore,
agent groups perform evolutionary selection based on
the following rule : If Ealz< 0, then the agent dies and
the agent with the largest self-energy in the group is
multiplied.
In this simulation, only when an agent is dead, parameters of the agent with the highest fitness value (defined below) amongall the agents. The fitness value of
an agent is decided with the following equation (10).
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Figure 4: Flowchart of this method

Simulation
Evolutionary Simulator

Wedeveloped the evolutionary behavior learning simulator (See Figure 5-Figure 7) produced with C language, X library and Motif window system on Sun
Sparc Station (SS-5) to prove the effectiveness of our
Flit = Ea. -t- P,,..
(10)
algorithm. The window of this simulator mainly has
four simulation areas : a field area that agents move
: Fitness value of an agent
und (in upper left side), a bar graph area displayed
: Weighting calculated average of self-energy in last
energies, collision avoidance gains and food point
times
gains (in upper right side), a time-scale graph area dis: Weighting calculated average of rewards and
played fitness values of each agent and a map creation
punishments in last 10 times.
rate (in lower side) and slider knobsfor user’s selection
of parameters (in right side). Whenan agent performs
Our algorithm with the above-mentioned behavior
learning and group evolution is shown in Figure 4.
map creation (recognition of the non-search area), the
Each agent decides the desired direction with input
wall of the obstacle changes from pink to black. The
information and parameters of agents are modified acbuttons and slider knobs in right side were developed
cording to locomotive condition. An agent without
by using Motif widget. User can control Start, End,
its self-energy evolves and that with some self-energy
Pause and Restart of the simulation by using the butlearns. In the simulation, these processes are repeated
tons and can change almost parameters in the simulauntil 3000 generations.
tion in real time by using slider knobs.

~f_
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Simulation
Results
In this research, we performed several simulations with
different initial parameters which all agents have the
same initial parameters. Conditions of the simulation
we report in this paper are shown in Table 1. The
simulation used 12 agents. Initial condition #1 shows
in case of the agent group which makes more of individual behaviors than cooperative behaviors (for example, target reaching or collision avoidance). In this
case, map search gain is set to zero. Initial condition #2 shows in case of the agent group which makes
more of cooperative behaviors than individual behaviors. The rate of energy supply is a little high in this
case. Initial condition #3 shows in case of the agent
group which makes too much of cooperative behavior
(map creation). In this case, parameters are set so that.
each agent is biased against all behaviors but map creation.
Table 1: Initial

parameters of agent robot

[Initial Condition
Agents
Energy
Emax
Eaigh
Glp,,,a=
Gcot
Gcoimaz

G~I,
G~oic
Gypup
Glpdotvn
Gcolup
Gco/do~n

[I #1 [ #2
20
20
100 100
200 200
0.95 0.95
0.25 0.35
5.0
5.0
10.0 10.0
5.0
5.0
10.0 10.0
0.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
0.40 0.40
0.02 0.02
0.50 0,50
0.20 0.20

[ #3 [
20
100
200
0.80
0.15
5.0
10.0
5.0
10.0
10.0
5.0
0.40
0.02
0.50
0.05

Simulation results performed in above-mentioned
initial conditions are shownin Figure 5-Figure 7.
¯ In case of initial condition #1
When the map search was not performed immediately after starting simulation, each agent does not
almost move toward the food point because the food
point gain decreases by the energy obtained by map
creation, llowever, wheneach agent finished to create maps near the initial position, the food point
gain begins to increase. In this time, agents formed
a dumpling group and map creation behavior was
not stable. Mapcreation rate almost continued 0.5
since a certain time. In several simulations with different initial position of agents, we also confimed
that environmental map was created slowly.
¯ In case of initial condition #2
After simulation started, each agent performed as
well as the above-mentioned behavior, but soon began to search the non-search area. Then we observed
122 MAEDA

map crcation behaviors by several agents cooperatively. The changing speed of map creation rate is
relatively high and the mapis almost perfectly created in about 1500 generations.
¯ In case of initial condition #3
Immediately after starting simulation, the changing speed of map creation rate was a little high,
but weights of the wall avoidance gain and so on
relatively become small. Therefore, agents which
can not avoid obstacles wandered about to the nonsearch area on the opposite side of the wall and the
behavior which the other agents are gathering toward the same place was observed. The changing
speed of map creation rate is not generally so much
high, non-search areas were remained about 10 after over 3000 generations. In this case, we observed
that fitness values of all agents becomes very low
because agents make too much of map creation behaviors and neglected individual behaviors for the
self-preservation.
Comparingsimulation results in this paper, we could
confirm the agent group makes much of individual behaviors (case #1) can not increase the map creation
rate soon, but it is easy to survive because of high
food point gains and final map creation rate is relatively high. The agent group makes too much of cooperative behaviors (case #3) could not finally achieve
the cooperative behavior because of limitation of the
other behaviors. Furthermore, the agent group makes
much of cooperative behaviors (case #2) showed the
map creation rate and its changing speed are stablely
high even if the amount of agents is little. By these
results, we could confirm that agent group with homogeneous behavior characteristics
has a tendency to
emerge the relatively high level cooperative behaviors
by setting the balanced parameters of both cooperative
and individual behaviors.

Conclusions
In the multi-agent robot system with two behavior duties both the collision avoidance and the target reaching motion, the learning method of behavior based on
the self-energy and the behavior gain of each agent was
discussed in this paper. Furthermore, group evolution
mechanism that parameters of an agent with no selfenergies are reset and change to parameters of an agent
with the highest evaluated value, was also proposed in
this paper.
For this research, we developed the evolutionary behavior learning simulator for the autonomous multiagent robot system. It was confirmed in the simulation that the agent group with homogeneousbehavior
characteristics is comparatively apt to cause emergence
behaviors by setting the balanced parameters of both
cooperative and individual behaviors. In the future, we
will make an effort mainly to propose more available

mechanism for group evolution of agents and confirm
higher level emergence behaviors.
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Figure 6: Simulation results in case of ~2

Figure 7: Simulation results in case of #3
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